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STABILITY CONDITIONS AND BRAID GROUP ACTIONS ON
AFFINE An QUIVERS
CHIEN-HSUN WANG
Abstract. We study stability conditions on the Calabi-Yau-N categories as-
sociated to an affine type An quiver which can be constructed from certain
meromorphic quadratic differentials with zeroes of order N − 2. We follow
Ikeda’s work to show that this moduli space of quadratic differentials is iso-
morphic to the space of stability conditions quotient by the spherical subgroup
of the autoequivalence group. We show that the spherical subgroup is isomor-
phic to the braid group of affine type A based on Khovanov-Seidel-Thomas
method.
1. Introduction
Bridgeland [2] introduced the notion of stability conditions σ = (Z,P) on a tri-
angulated category D which consists of a group homomorphism from Grothendieck
group of D to complex number Z : K0(D)→ C and a family of full additive subcat-
egories P(φ) ⊂ D of semistable objects of phase for φ ∈ R satisfying certain axioms.
In this paper, we study the space of stability conditions on a certain Calabi-Yau-N
(CYN ) category D(A˜n,N ) associated to an affine An-quiver.
In [4], Bridgeland and Smith proved that the space of stability condition of CY3
categories associated to these quiver theories is equivalent to the space of mero-
morphic quadratic differentials. Ikeda generalized the theorem to CYN categories
associated to an An quiver [9].
By using the geometric description of an affine An quiver and its relation to the
corresponding cluster categories, we can show a similar result of the space of stabil-
ity conditions of CYN categories on affine An quivers. We consider a meromorphic
quadratic differential
φ(z) =
[∏n
i=1(z − ai)
zp
]N−2
dz⊗2
z2
on the Riemann surface P1 which has a pole of order (N − 2)p+ 2 at 0 and pole of
order (N−2)(n−p)+2 at∞ and n zeroes of order N−2. Denote by Quad(N,n) the
moduli space of φ(z). Taking the real oriented blowup at poles gives us a annulus
with p marked points on the interior boundary and n − p marked points on the
external boundary. Trajectories called N − 2 diagonals of φ(z) connecting marked
points on annulus give rise to an N -angulation ∆. We associate the colored quiver
Q of affine A type to the N -angulation ∆.
As varying the meromorphic differential φ, an N -angulation would be mutated
to a new N -angulation when crossing some walls in Quad(N,n). Torkildsen shows
that the mutation class of N-angulation of the annulus with marked points quotient
by some relations is bijective to the mutation class of the associated colored quiver
of affine type A [19].
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2 CHIEN-HSUN WANG
We can obtain a bijection between N −2-diagonals and simple objects of a heart
in D(A˜n). This implies that there is an isomorphism between the Grothendieck
group of D(A˜n) and periods of the diffrential φ(z).
Seidel and Thomas define the spherical twist functor in the N-spherical objects
of the heart in the derived category of An type quiver algebras. The spherical
subgroup of the autoequivalence group generated by spherical twist functors acts
freely on the stability space and preserves the connected component the space of
stability conditions. By applying the framework of Bridgeland and Smith [4], we
prove that there is a C∗-equivaraint isomorphism
Quad(N,n)∗ ' Stab◦(D(A˜n,N ))/Sph(A˜n,N ).
This is also proved in [10] by a different method.
For affine type An quivers, we follow the method by Khovanov-Seidel-Thomas
[14][17] with the result by Gadbled-Thiel-Wagner [7] to show that the spherical
subgroup Sph(A˜n,N ) is isomorphic to the affine type A braid group BA˜n .
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2. Derived Category of quiver algebras and Braid groups
We denote k an algebraically closed field. Let Q = (Q0, Q1) be an acyclic quiver
and kQ its path algebra. To categorify the path algebra, we take the Ginzburg dg
algebra (kΓNQ, d) [8] for the quiver by adding an opposite arrow a
∗ with degree
N − 2 to each of original arrow a and a loop t with degree N − 1 for each vertex
with a differential d : kΓNQ→ kΓNQ of degree −1 defined by
• da = da∗ = 0 for a ∈ Q1;
• dti = ei
(∑
a∈Q1(aa
∗ − a∗a)
)
ei;
where ei is the idempotent at a vertex i ∈ Q0.
We take the derived category D(kΓNQ) of dg modules over kΓNQ, and con-
sider the full sub-category Dfd(kΓNQ) of finite dimensional homology dg modules.
Denote by homi(E,F ) the cochain complex of k vector space and Homi(E,F ) =
Hi(hom(E,F )) its cohomology for objects E, F of the category of cochain com-
plexes of kΓNQ-modules.
Definition 2.1. An objects S in Dfd(kΓNQ) is called N -spherical if
Homi(S, S) =
{
k if i = 0, N
0 otherwise.
and the composition
Homj(S,U)×HomN−j(U, S)→ HomN (S, S) ' k
is a nondegenerate pairing for all U ∈ Dfd(kΓNQ), j ∈ Z.
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Keller shows that Dfd(kΓNQ) is a Calabi-Yau-N category in the sense that for
any two objects E,F , there is an isomorphism Hom(E,F ) ' HomN (F,E)∗.
Definition 2.2. For a spherical objects S ∈ Dfd(kΓNQ), we define the spherical
twist functor, an exact autoequivalence ΦS ∈ Aut(Dfd(kΓNQ)) by the cone of the
complex
TwS(E) = {Hom(S,E)⊗ S → E}
for any object E ∈ Dfd(kΓNQ).
We are interested in the case when Q is the affine type A quiver A˜n and we set
its derived category D(A˜n,N ) := Dfd(kΓN A˜n). The standard heart of D(A˜n,N )
is equivalent to dg modules over kΓN A˜n [1] and is generated by simple kΓN A˜n-
modules S1, · · · , Sn which are N -spherical objects in D(A˜n,N ) [11]. So we have
spherical twists TwS1 , · · · ,TwSn ∈ Aut(D(A˜n,N )). We define the spherical twist
subgroup Sph(A˜n,N ) to be the subgroup of Aut(D(A˜n,N )) generated by spherical
twists:
Sph(A˜n,N )) := 〈TwS1 , · · · ,TwSn〉.
2.1. Braid groups of affine type A. The extended affine type A braid group
BˆA˜n is generated by σi for i = 1, · · · , n consisting of a crossing between the strands
labelled i and i + 1 modulo n and a cyclic permutation ρ of points 1 to n. They
satisfy the following relations:
σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| ≥ 2(2.1)
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for i = 1, · · · , n(2.2)
ρσiρ
−1 = σi+1 for i = 1, · · · , n(2.3)
where the indices of the generators is modulo n, σn+i = σi.
Figure 1. Left: the affine braid generators σi. Right: the cyclic
permutation ρ
The central element of BˆA˜n is infinitely cyclic generated by ρ
n. We denote the
subgroup, the braid group BA˜n of affine type A generated by σ1, · · · , σn satisfying
relations (2.3) and (2.4).
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Figure 2. The affine type A zigzag quiver
2.2. The bigraded algebras of the affine type A quiver. To prove the faithful
categorical action on the derived category of A˜n quiver algebras, we introduce a
differential graded algebra following Seidel-Thomas [17].
Consider the cyclic quiver Γn associated to the affine type A˜n quiver algebra
which has the form in figure 2. Denote by (i1| · · · |im) the path starting at the vertex
(i1) and ending at the vertex (im) and (i) be the path of length zero at vertex i.
Take k⊕n with generators (1), · · · , (n) as the ground ring. Denote by Rn := Rn,N
the differential graded of the path algebra of Γn quotient by the relation (i|i−1|i) =
(i|i+ 1|i), (i− 1|i|i+ 1) = (i+ 1|i|i− 1) = 0 for n = 1, · · · , n modulo n. We assign
two grading to the path of Rn. The first grading is deg(i) = 0, deg(i|i + 1) = di,
deg(i + 1|i) = N − di where di = 12N if N is even and di = 12 (N + (−1)i) if N is
odd. The second grading is deg(1|n) = 1, deg(n|1) = −1 while the degree of other
elements is zero. We denote by [−] a shift in the first degree and 〈−〉 a shift in the
second.
We denote by iP = Rn(i) the indecomposable left projective module and by Pi =
(i)Rn the indecomposable right projective module. The twist functors T1, · · · .Tn
acting on dg modules M over Rn are defined in [17]
Ti(M ) =
{
M ⊗Rn iP ⊗k Pi −→M
}
.
We introduce an additional automorphism of ring Rn as following. Define a bi-
graded Rn-module Tρ to be P1〈−1〉 ⊕ P2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Pn. We can construct a functor
corresponding to the 1n twist ρ. Let tρ be the automorphism of the ring Rn sending
a path (i1|i2| · · · |ik) to (i1 + 1|i2 + 1| · · · |ik + 1).
The left action of Rn on Tρ is the usual multiplication r·a = ra for r ∈ Rn, a ∈ Tρ.
While the right action of Rn on Tρ is the multiplication twisted by tρ, b ·r = btρ(r).
To distinguish the usual tensor product, we denote twisted tensor product ⊗ˆ for
the bimodule Tρ tensoring with the dgm with respect to the twisted multiplication
defined above. Consider the complex of Rn-bimodule of length zero concentrated
in cohomological degree zero:
Ωρ : 0→ Tρ → 0.
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Then we define the corresponding functor Fρ = Ωρ⊗ˆRn−. By direct computations,
we have the following isomorphisms of bigraded Rn-bimodules
(2.4) Tρ⊗ˆRnPi ' Pi+1
for all i = 1, · · · , n− 1, and
(2.5) Tρ⊗ˆRnPn ' P1〈−1〉.
The inverse functor for Fρ can be constructed similarly. Consider a bigraded Rn-
module T ′ρ to be 1P 〈1〉 ⊕2 P ⊕ · · · ⊕n P . The right action of Rn on Tρ is the usual
multiplication while the left action of Rn on Tρ is the multiplication twisted by tρ.
The complex of Rn-bimodule of length zero is concentrated in cohomological degree
zero:
Ω′ρ : 0→ T ′ρ → 0.
We define the functor F ′ρ = Ω
′
ρ⊗ˆRn−.
Lemma 2.3. Fnρ (Pi) is isomorphic to Pi〈−1〉
Proof. The Fρ acting on a left projective module Pi gives a functor isomorphism
for i 6= 1 by equation (2.4)
Fp(Pi) = Tρ ⊗Rn Pi ' Pi+1.
On the other hand, the functor Fρ acting on Pn will shift the second grading by
equation (2.5)
Fρ(Pn) ' P1〈−1〉.
Thus one obtains the desired isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.4. The functors Ti and Tρ on D(Rn-mod) are exact equivalences
and satisfy the extended affine braid group relations (up to graded natural isomor-
phism).
TiTi+1Ti ' Ti+1TiTi+1 for i = 1, · · · , n
TiTj ' TjTi for |i− j| ≥ 2
FρTiF
′
ρ ' Ti+1 for i = 1, · · · , n.
We consider the weak braid group action Φn,N : BˆA˜n → Auteq(D(A˜n,N )) by
sending σ1, · · ·σn, ρ to T1, · · · , Tn, Tρ which is a group homomorphism by the above
proposition.
2.3. Intersection numbers. The method to prove the injectivity of categorical
action is to relate the topology of curves on the surfaces. We recall some results
and fix notations. Let D∗ be a disc with a punctured point at the center which
is equivalent to an annulus contracting the interior boundary to a point and ∆
be a set of n distinct points. Denote by MCG(D∗; ∆) the mapping class group of
oriented preserving homeomorphisms fixing the boundary and n+1 points. A curve
c is the image of a smooth embedding of an interval into D∗ such that the starting
point and the end point both lie at points of ∆. For any curves c0, c1 which have
minimal intersection number which do not form an empty bigon, we can define a
geometric intersection number:
I(c0, c1) = |(c0 ∩ c1)\∆|+ 1
2
|(c0 ∩ c1) ∩∆|.
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Figure 3. The affine configuration of the n+1-pinctured disk with
curves connecting punctured points
If c0 and c1 do not have minimal intersection, we can replace one of them to a
isotopic curve such that they have minimal intersection. Consider a collection of
curves b1, · · · , bn as in figure 3. We quote an important lemma from [7].
Lemma 2.5. If a mapping class f ∈ MCG(D∗,∆) satisfying I(bj , f(bi)) = I(bj , bi)
for all i, j = 1, · · · , n, then f is in the center of MCG(D∗,∆), f = ρnν for some
ν ∈ Z.
Following the idea of Seidel and Thomas [17], we prove the faithfulness of the
weak categorical action on the Calabi-Yau-N category of the quiver algebra by
transferring from the faithfulness result of the zig-zag quiver algebra by Gadbled,
Thiel and Wagner [7].
First, we recall the definition of the bigraded zig-zag algebra for the affine type
A quiver. The cyclic quiver Γn of the affine type A is of the form in figure 2.
We denote the path of length m in Γn by (i0| · · · |im) for m tuples of numbers
i1, · · · , im ∈ {1, ·, n}. The quotient ring Rn is a finite dimensional bigraded algebra
of the path algebra k[Γn] quotient by the relations:
(i|i+ 1|i) = (i|i− 1|i) for i = 1, · · · , n
(i− 1|i|i+ 1) = (i+ 1|i|i− 1) = 0 for i = 1, · · · , n
The algebra Rn is similar to Rn but with different bigrading. The first grading is
set to be deg1(i|i+ 1) = deg1(i) = 0 and deg1(i|i− 1) = 1 for all i. The second
grading is set to be deg2(n|1) = 1 and deg2(1|n) = −1.
Define a bigraded Rn-module T ρ to be P 1〈−1〉⊕P 2⊕· · ·⊕Pn. Let tρ be the auto-
morphism of the ring Rn sending a path (i1|i2| · · · |ik) to (i1 + 1|i2 + 1| · · · |ik + 1).
The left action of Rn on T ρ is the ususal multiplication r ·a = ra for r ∈ Rn, a ∈ T ρ.
While the right action of Rn on Tρ is the multiplication twisted by tρ, b ·r = btρ(r).
Let Rn-mod be the abelian category of finitely-generated graded right module
over Rn and D
b(Rn-mod) be its bounded derived category. For any objects X,Y ∈
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Db(Rn-mod) there is a trigraded vector space⊕
r1,r2,r3
HomDb(Rn-mod)(X,Y {r1}〈r3〉[r2]).
Let P i = (i)Rn be the indecomposable right projective modules which are generated
by the paths with left most vertex be i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Define exact functors
F1, · · · ,Fn,Fρ from Db(Rn-mod) to itself by
Fi(X ) =
{
X ⊗Rn iP ⊗k P i −→ X
}
for i = 1· · · n,
and
Fρ(X) =
{
Tρ ⊗Rn X
}
.
Those functors F1, · · · ,Fn,Fρ and their inverse functor are exact equivalences and
generate a weak braid group action Φ¯n : BˆA˜n → Autoeq(Db(Rn-mod)) [7].
Lemma 2.6. For g ∈ BˆA˜n , let f ∈ MCG(D∗; ∆) be a mapping class corresponding
to g, and L
g
n represents Φ¯n(g). Then
(2.6) ∑
(r1,r2,r3)∈Z3
dimkHomDb(Rn-mod)(P i, L
g
n(P j))[r1]{−r2}〈−r3〉) = 2I(bi, f(bj))
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Let Kbf (Rn-proj) be a full subcategory of K
b(Rn-mod) whose objects are finite
complexes in P i.
Lemma 2.7. For g ∈ BˆA˜n , let f ∈ MCG(D∗; ∆) be a mapping class corresponding
to g, and Lgn,N a functor which represents Φn,N (g). Then∑
s1,s2∈Z
dimkHomDb(Rn,N-mod)(Pi, L
g
n,N (Pj)[s1]〈s2〉) = 2I(bi, f(bj))
for all 1 ≥ i, j ≥ n.
Proof. Consider a functor from Rn-proj to the category of dgm over Rn,N which
sends the object P i{r1}〈r2〉 to the dgm Pi[σi−Nr1]〈r2〉, where σi = −d1−d2−· · ·−
di−1. Let R
d1,d2
n be the space of elements of the first grading of degree d1 and the
second grading of degree d2 of Rn. The elements of the subspace (j)R
r1−r2,s1−s2
n (i)
is actually the the homomorphism of graded modules P i{r1}〈r2〉 → P j{s1}〈s2〉.
For the Rn,N algebra counterpart, elements of the first grading of degree σj − σi −
N(s1−r1) and the second grading of degree s2−r2 in (j)Rn,N (i) would correspond
to dgm homomorphisms between Pi[σi −Nr1]〈r2〉 and Pj [σj −Ns1]〈s2〉.
Sending the basis element (i0| · · · |iν) ∈ Rn to the corresponding element to
(i0| · · · |iν) ∈ Rn,N gives an isomorphism for any 1 ≥ i, j ≥ n and d1, d2 ∈ Z,
(j)R
d1,d2
n (i)
∼= (j)Rσj−σi+Nd1,d2n,N (i).
Following the same argument of lemma 4.18 of [17], we can construct an exact
functor Π : Kbf (Rn-proj)→ Db(Rn,N ) such that
(2.7)
⊕
r2=Nr1
HomKbf (Rn-proj)
(X,Y {r1}〈r3〉[r2]) −→ HomDb(Rn,N )(Π(X),Π(Y )),
is an isomorphism for all X,Y ∈ Kbf (Rn-proj).
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As in the proof of lemma 4.17 of [17] the functor Π commutes with functors L
g
n,
Lgn,N representing Φ¯n(g) and Φn,N (g) respectively. Using the equation (2.6) and
the isomorphism (2.7), we have the following identity
∑
s1,s2
dimkHomDb(Rn,N -mod)(Pi, L
g
n,N (Pj)[s1]〈s2〉)
=
∑
s1,s2
dimkHomDb(Rn,N -mod)(Π(P i),ΠL
g
n,N (P j)[s1]〈s2〉)
=
∑
r1,r2,r3
dimkHomDb(Rn -mod)(P i, L
g
n(P j))[r1]{−r3}〈−r2〉)
= 2I(bi, fσ(bj)).

Theorem 2.8. Let Lgn,N be a functor representing Φn,N (g) for some g ∈ BˆA˜n . If
Lgn,N (Pj) ' Pj for all j, then g must be the identity element.
Proof. For g ∈ BˆA˜n , choose f and L as in the lemma 2.7. Take another element
g′ ∈ BˆA˜n and corresponding f ′, L
g′
n,N . Applying lemma 2.7 to (g
′)−1g, we have
I(f ′(bi), f(bj) = I(bi, (f ′)−1f(bj))
=
1
2
∑
s,s
dimkHomDb(Rn,N -mod)(Pi, (L
g′
n,N )
−1Lgn,N (Pj)[s1]〈s2〉)
=
1
2
∑
s,s
dimkHomDb(Rn,N -mod)(Pi, (L
g′
n,N )
−1(Pj)[s1]〈s2〉)
= I(bi, (f
′)−1(bj)) = I(f ′(bi), bj).
By lemma 2.5, g is the central element of the form ρnν for some ν ∈ Z. By lemma
2.3, Lgn,N (Pj) ' Pj〈−ν〉 and the assumption Lgn,N (Pj) ∼= Pj implies that ν = 0 so
g = 1. 
2.4. The faithfulness of the categorical action. In this subsection we show
that the spherical twist subgroup Sph(A˜n,N ) is isomorphic to the braid group BA˜n
of the affine type A. This statement was proved in [16] for N = 3, so we will
consider N ≥ 4. Let S1, · · · , Sn be simple kΓN A˜n modules which are N-spherical
objects in D(A˜n,N ) and S = ⊕ni=1Si be their direct sum. The chain complex of
endomorphisms
end(S) := hom(S, S) =
⊕
1≤i,j≤n
hom(Si, Sj)
is a differential graded algbra. It has identity idSi and the composition of homo-
morphisms gives the structure of multiplication of end(S). The left multiplication
with idSi projects to hom(S, Si) and right multiplication with idSi is hom(Si, S).
The functor hom(S,−) : D(A˜n,N ) → K(end(S)) maps an object Si to the dgm
hom(S, Si) which is the indecomposable right projective module Pi.
The graded algebra Rn,N studied in previous subsections are related to the quiver
algebra kΓN A˜n by the following.
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Lemma 2.9. Suppose that the one-dimensional space Hom∗(Si+1, Si) is concen-
trated in degree di for each i = 1, · · · , n, then the cohomology algebra of the dga
end(S) is isomorphic to Rn,N .
Proof. Each Si are N-spherical objects, we have the non-degenerate pairings:
Hom∗(Si, Si+1)⊗Hom∗(Si+1, Si) ' k
Hom∗(Si+1, Si)⊗Hom∗(Si+1, Si) ' k
for i = 1, · · · , n. In particular, Hom∗(Sn, S1)⊗Hom∗(S1, Sn) ' k. The pairings are
non-degenerate so Hom∗(Si, Si+1) ' k is concentrated in degree N − di. Without
loss of generality, we have the equation αiβi = βi−1αi−1 for αi ∈ Hom∗(Si+1, Si),
βi ∈ Hom∗(Si, Si+1). Because Hom∗(Si, Sj) = 0 for |i − j| ≥ 2 we also have
βiβi−1 = 0 and αi−1αi = 0 for all i = 1, · · · , n.
So there exists an isomorphism of A˜n,N → Hom∗(S, S) which maps (i) to idSi ,
(i|i+ 1) to αi and (i+ 1|i) to βi. 
We define the functor ΨS to be the composition
D(A˜n,N )
hom(S,−) // K(end(S))
quotient functor // D(end(S)) .
The twist functors TwSi on D(A˜n,N ) and Ti on D(end(S)) ' Db(Rn,N-mod) are
related through ΨS (lemma 4.3 in [17]).
Lemma 2.10. Let the objects S1, · · ·Sn be as above. The twist functors TwSi
are defined in definition 2.2. Then the following diagram is commutaitve up to
isomorphism for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
(2.8) D(A˜n,N )
TwSi //
ΨS

D(A˜n,N )
ΨS

D(end(S))
Ti
// D(end(S))
An augmented graded algebra is a graded algebra R over a ring B with a graded
algebra homomorphism R : R → B and ιA : B → R satisfies R ◦ ιR = idB . We
write R+ for the subspace of elements of positive degree. We recall the result in [17]
that the cohomology of an augmented graded algebra Rn,N determines the quasi-
isomorphism type so that we can construct a chain of quasi-isomorphims connecting
differential bigraded algebra Rn,N and endomorphism algebra end(S).
Definition 2.11. A differential graded algebra R is called formal if its cohomology
algebra H(A) is isomorphic to itself. A graded algebra is called intrinsically formal
if any dga C with H(C) ∼= R is formal.
Theorem 2.12. [17] Let A be an augmented graded algebra. If the Hochschild
cohomology HHq(A,A[2− q]) = 0 for all q > 0, then A is intrinsically formal.
Lemma 2.13. Rn,N is intrinsically formal for N ≥ 4 and n ≥ 3.
Proof. The degree for any path of the cyclic quiver Γn is ≥ [N/2]. The degree of
two composed paths would be N . This implies that the degree of any non-zero
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path (i0| · · · |im) of length m in kΓn is ≥ [(Nm/2)]. Any elements of (R+n,N )⊗Bq is
of the form
c = (i1,0| · · · |i1,m1)⊗ (i2,0| · · · |i2,m2)⊗ · · · (iq,0| · · · |iq,mq )
with all mq > 0 Because the tensor product is over B = k
⊕n, such a c can be
nonzero only if the paths match up, ip,mp = ip+1,0. Therefore,
deg(c) = deg(i1,0| · · · |i1,m1 |i2,1| · · · |i2,m2 |i3,1| · · · |iq,mq ) ≥ [N(m1 + · · ·mq)/2]
So (R+n,N )
⊗Bq is concentrated in degree ≥ [(Nq)/2], while Rn,N [2 − q] is concen-
trated in degrees ≤ N + q − 2. Hochschild cochain group is zero,
Cq(Rn,N , Rn,N [2− q]) = HomB−B(R+n,N , Rn,N [2− q]) = 0
for N ≥ 4.

Theorem 2.14. Suppose N ≥ 4 and n ≥ 3, let S1, · · · , Sn be simple kΓN A˜n
modules. The corresponding spherical twist functors TwS1 , · · ·TwSn generate a
homomorphism Φ : BA˜n → Aut(D(A˜n,N )) which is injective.
Proof. The spherical twist functors satisfy the braid group relations following propo-
sition 2.12 and 2.13 in [17]:
TwSiTwSj ' TwSjTwSi for |i− j| ≥ 2
TwSiTwSi+1TwSi ' TwSi+1TwSiTwSi+1 for i = 1, · · · , n.
So the twist functors TwSi generate the homomorphism Φ.
Shifting each Si by some amount, Hom
∗(Si+1, Si) is concentrated in degree di
for i = 1, · · · , n. We take resolutions S′1, · · ·S′n ∈ D(A˜n,N ) for simple modules
S1, · · ·Sn. By lemma 2.9, we have H(end(S′)) ' Rn,N . By the intrinsic formality
of Rn,N , lemma 2.13 implies that end(S
′) is quasi-isomorphic to Rn,N . We define
a functor Ψ to be the composition
D(A˜n,N )
ΨS′ // D(end(S′))
∼= // D(Rn,N ).
We have Ψ(Si) = Pi for i = 1, · · · , n. Consider the diagram
D(A˜n,N )
TwSi

ΨS′ // D(end(S′))
Ti

∼= // D(Rn,N )
Ti

D(A˜n,N )
ΨS′ // D(end(S′))
∼= // D(Rn,N )
The first square commutes by lemma 2.10 and the second one by Lemma 4.2 in [17].
Let g be an element of BA˜n , a functor R
g : D(A˜n,N )→ D(A˜n,N ) which represents
Φ(g), and Rgn,N : D(Rn,N ) → D(Rn,N ) which represents ρn,N (g). By the above
commutative diagram, we have
Rgn,N ◦Ψ ∼= Ψ ◦Rg.
Assume Rg(Si) ∼= Si for all i; Rgn,N (Pi) = Rgn,NΨ(Si) ∼= ΨRg(Si) ∼= Ψ(Si) ∼= Pi.
By theorem 4.6, g is the identity. 
The correspondence of generators σi → TwSi gives an isomorphism of groups
BA˜n ' Sph(A˜n,N ).
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3. Quadratic differentials and period maps
First we explain the Riemann surface with the meromorphic quadratic differ-
ential related to the affine An algebra and construct their central charge formula
for the stability conditions as a period map. Consider a meromorphic quadratic
differential
φ(z) =
[∏n
i=1(z − ai)
zp
]N−2
dz⊗2
z2
which has zeroes of order (N−2) at distinct n points and a pole of order p(N−2)+2
at the origin and a pole of order (N − 2)(n − p) + 2 at the ∞ ∈ P1. The space of
φ(z) is isomorohic to the configuration space Confn(C∗) of n distinct points in C∗
quotient by Zq which acts by multiplication by a q-th root of unity.
Denote by Quad(N,n) the space of quadratic differential φ(z). In this section
we review some terminologies of the geometry of quadratic differentials defined in
[9] and fix notations.
3.1. Homology groups and Periods. We define homology groups H+(φ) for N
even
H+(φ) := H1(C,Zero(φ);Z).
Let S be the spectral cover of P1 defined by φ
S = {(p, l(p)) , p ∈ P1 | l(p) ∈ Lp such that l(p)⊗ l(p) = φ(p)},
where L is the total space of the line bundle ωP1(E). Let pi : S → P1 be an branched
covering map. The homology group H−(φ) for N odd is defined by
H−(φ) := H1(S \pi−1(∞) ∪ pi−1(0);Z).
The intersection form on homology groups is defined in [9]
I± : H±(φ)×H±(φ)→ Z.
We can define a period map of φ, Zφ : H±(φ)→ C by
Zφ(α) =
∫
α
√
φ ∈ C
for any cycle α ∈ H±(φ).
Let Γ be a free abelian group of rank n. The Γ-framing of φ ∈ Quad(N,n) is an
isomorphism of abelian groups
θ : Γ→ H±(φ).
Denote by Quad(N,n)Γ the space of pairs (φ, θ) consisting of a quadratic differ-
ential φ ∈ Quad(N,n) and a Γ-framing θ. For (φ, θ) ∈ Quad(N,n)Γ, a period map
is defined by the composition of a framing and Zφ,
WN : Quad(N,n)Γ → HomZ(Γ,C)(3.1)
(φ, θ) 7→ Zφ ◦ θ(3.2)
which is a local isomorphism of complex manifold by theorem 4.12 in [4].
The homology groups form a local system over the orbifold Quad(N,n)Γ. We
take a continuous path connecting two quadratic differentials φ and φ′ in a con-
tractible subset in Quad(N,n). A parallel transport along this path gives the
Gauss-Manin connection which identifies the fibres H±(φ) and H±(φ′).
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For a framed differential (φ, θ) ∈ Quad(N,n)Γ, we denote by Quad(N,n)Γ∗ the
connected component containing (φ, θ). We consider a path c connecting φ to any
point φ′ in Quad(N,n)Γ∗ and the new framing is given by θ
′ = GMc ◦ θ such that
the diagram
Γ
θ
||
θ′
##
H±(φ)
GMc // H±(φ′),
commutes.
3.2. Trajectories. At a point in P1\Crit(φ), there is a distinguished local coordi-
nate w for the differential on P1
w =
∫ √
φ(z)dz.
Then the differential has locally the form in this coordinate
φ(w) = dw ⊗ dw.
We define a foliation of the phase θ on P1\Crit(φ) determined by the equation
(3.3) Im(w/e
√−1piθ) = constant.
A horizontal foliation is a foliation of the phase θ = 0 of the above equation. A
straight arc of phase θ is an integral curve I → P1\Crit(φ) satisfying the equation
(3.3) for an open interval I ∈ R. Maximally extended straight arcs can be classified
as follows:
(1) A saddle connection of phase θ 6= 0 is a maximal straight arc approaching
two distinct zeroes of φ.
(2) A saddle trajectory is a maximal straight arc of phase θ = 0 approaching
two distinct zeroes of φ.
(3) A separating trajectory is a maximal straight arc of phase θ = 0 approaching
a zero at one end and a pole at the other end of φ.
(4) A generic trajectory is a maximal straight arc of phase θ = 0 approaching
a pole at both ends.
A differential φ ∈ Quad(N,n) is called saddle-free if there is no saddle trajectory
of φ. For a saddle-free differential φ, the maximal set of separating trajectories
splits P1 into a disjoint union of connected components, horizontal strips {w ∈
C| a < Imw < b} and half planes {w ∈ C| Imw > 0}. There are n horizontal strips
and (N − 2)p half planes in the neighborhood of 0 and (N − 2)q half planes in
the neighborhood of ∞. Thus, we have n saddle connections and its hat-homology
classes form a basis of H±(φ). For details, we refer to section 3 of [9].
Next, we consider the behavior near a zero. Let φ and p ∈ P1 be a zero of order
N − 2. Then there is a local coordinate t of a neighborhood p ∈ U ⊂ P1 (t = 0
corresponds to p) such that
φ = c2 tN−2dt⊗2, c =
1
2
N.
Hence on U , the distinguished local coordinate w takes the form w = tN/2. There
are N horizontal straight arcs coming from p so the differential φ gives us N -
angulations.
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For poles at 0 and ∞ of P1, the differential φ has a pole of order dNp + 2 =
p(N − 2) + 2 at 0 ∈ P1 and a pole of order dNq + 2 = (n − p)(N − 2) + 2 at
∞ ∈ P1. There is a neighborhood 0 ∈ U (∞ ∈ V ) ⊂ P1 and a collection of dNp (dNq )
distinguished tangent directions vi (i = 1, . . . , d
N
p ) at 0
(
vj (j = 1, . . . , d
N
q
)
at ∞)
such that any trajectory entering U(V ) tends to 0 (∞) and becomes asymptotic to
one of the vi (vj).
4. Calabi-Yau N-categories from N-angulations of surfaces
4.1. The N-angulation of the marked annulus and colored quivers. We
take the real oriented blowup at 0 and ∞ of P1 by replacing 0 and ∞ with S1
which corresponds to tangent directions at 0 and ∞, then we obtain an annulus
with dNp = p(N − 2) points on the interior boundary and dNq = (n − p)(N − 2)
points on the exterior boundary which correspond to the tangent direction at 0 and
∞, respectively. Denote the marked annulus PdNp ,dNq which is a regular dNq -gon cut
out by an regular dNp -gon at its center.
Label the vertices on the exterior polygon in the counterclockwise direction i =
0, · · · p − 1 and label vertices of the interior polygon in the clockwise direction
i = 0, · · · , q − 1. An N -diagonal is a path connecting two vertices of interior
polygon or exterior polygon. There are three types of path with restrictions:
Type 1 A path connecting a vertex i of the external polygon and a vertex j of the
interior polygon in PdNp ,dNq . In addition, i is congruent to j modulo N − 2.
Type 2 A path from the vertex i to the vertex i + (N − 2)k + 1 of the exterior
polygon for k ≥ 0
Type 3 A path from the vertex i to the vertex i + (N − 2)k + 1 of the interior
polygon for k ≥ 0.
Definition 4.1. An N -angulation ∆ of PdNp ,dNq is a maximal set of non-crossing
N − 2 diagonals that divides the marked annulus into N -gons.
Figure 4. An example of a 5-angulation of an annulus
The number of (N − 2) diagonals of any N -angulation of PdNp ,dNq is exactly p+ q
and there is at least one N −2-diagonal connecting a vertex of the exterior polygon
and a vertex of the interior polygon. The foliation of φ gives rise to a horizontal
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Figure 5. An example of a triangulation of P2,2 and its corre-
sponding quiver Q∆ in blue color.
strip decomposition of the annulus. For a saddle-free differential φ ∈ Quad(N,n),
by taking one generic trajectory from each horizontal strip in the decomposition of
P1 by φ, we have an N -angulation ∆φ of PdNp ,dNq . An example of an N -angulation
is shown in figure 4.
We define a colored quiver Q∆ with p+ q vertices associated to an N -angulation
∆ of PdNp ,dNq [19]. The vertices of the quiver correspond to the N − 2-diagonals.
There is an arrow between i and j if the N − 2-diagonals bound a common N -gon.
The colour of the arrow (c) is the number of edges forming the segment of the
boundary of the N -gon which lies between i and j, counterclockwise from i. See
figure 5 for an example. If α is an N−2-diagonal, we denote by vα the corresponding
vertex in Q∆.
The colored quiver mutation at a vertex vβ can be defined to give a new colored
quiver µvβ (Q) [5] obtained as follows.
(1) For each pair of arrows vα
(c) // vβ
(0) // vγ , where α 6= γ and c ∈
{0, 1, ..., N − 2}, add an arrow from vα to vγ of color c and an arrow from
vγ to vα of color N − 2− c.
(2) If there exist arrows of different colors from a vertex vα to a vertex vγ , then
remove the same number of arrows of each color until there are only arrows
of the same color from vα to vγ .
(3) For any arrow vα
(c) // vβ , add one to the color c, and for any arrow
vβ
(c) // vγ , subtract one to the color c.
4.2. Equivalence between the mutation class of N-angulation and hearts.
We define the mutation of N -angulation in the following. Let ∆ be any N -
angulation of PdNp ,dNq and δ be any N − 2-diagonal in the ∆. There are two N-gon
with the common edge δ. By removing the N − 2-diagonal from ∆, we have an
2N − 2-gon in the almost complete N-angulation ∆− δ. There are N − 1 possible
diagonals αi such that ∆− δ ∪αi is an N-angulation. Those possible diagonals will
be called diameters of the (N − 2)-gon.
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Denote by µ]δ∆ the forward flip with respect to the diagonal δ obtained by
rotating two boundary points of δ clockwise one step. Then we have obtained a
new (N − 2)-diagonals δ] and a new N -angulation µ]δ∆ = (∆\δ) ∪ δ]. We also
define the backward flip operation with respect to δ by rotating counterclockwise
and obtain a new N − 2-diagonal δ[ and new N -angulation µ[δ∆ = (∆\δ) ∪ δ[.
The mutation of N -angulation commutes with colored quiver mutation. See
figure 6 for an example.
Proposition 4.2. Mutation at any N −2-diagonal ∆ of PdNp ,dNq corresponds to the
colored quiver mutation at vα in Q∆.
Figure 6. An example of a flip of triangulations of annulus and
corresponding quivers
Define the graph A˜(PdNp ,dNq ) to be an oriented graph whose vertices are all N -
angulations of PdNp ,dNq , and for any two N -angulations ∆ and ∆
′, the arrow ∆→ ∆′
is given if there is an (N − 2)-diagonal δ ∈ ∆ such that ∆′ = µδ∆, where µδ is
the flip on the diaginal δ. Different ways of N -angulation can be related by flip
operations in finite steps.
Let MdNp ,dNq be the mutation class of (N − 2)-colored quivers of affine type A.
There is a surjective function
σdNp ,dNq : A˜(PdNp ,dNq )→MdNp ,dNq
given by σdNp ,dNq (∆) = Q∆. This function is not injective because of the following
reason. Define an operation [s] on an N − 2-diagonal by rotating exterior polygon
s steps clockwise and interior polygon s steps counterclockwise. Let ∆ be an N -
angulation of PdNp ,dNq . By applying [s] on each diagonal in ∆, we obtain a new
N -angulation ∆[s]. The corresponding colored quiver is the same Q∆[s] = Q∆
since (N − 2)-diagonals bounding a common N -gons of ∆ also bound a common
N -gons in ∆[s].
To establish a bijection between N -angulations and the corresponding colored
quivers, we need to quotient A˜(PdNp ,dNq ) by some relations [19]. We define two func-
tions rE and rI on the set of diagonals. Let α be a diagonal of an N -angulation.
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Define rE(α) to be the diagonal by rotating the exterior polygon one step clock-
wise. Define rI(α) to be the diagonal by rotating the interior polygon one step
counterclockwise. rE(∆) (rI(∆)) be the new N -angulation obtained from rE (rI)
applying on each diagonal of ∆.
If p 6= q, two N -angulations ∆ and ∆′ to be equivalent if and only if ∆′ =
riEr
j
I(∆) for some integer i and j. If p = q, then ∆
′ = riEr
j
I
k(∆), where  is an
operation sending PdNp ,dNq to PdNq ,dNp by interchanging the interior polygon and the
exterior polygon. The main result of [19] is the following:
Theorem 4.3. Let A˜(PdNp ,dNq )/∼ be the equivalent class of N -angulations. Then
there is a bijective map
σ˜dNp ,dNq : A˜(PdNp ,dNq )/∼→MdNp ,dNq .
Let Q be an acyclic quiver and Db(kQ) be the bounded derived category of the
finite dimensional left module over the path algebra of Q. The Auslander-Reiten
translation τ is an autoequivalence on Db(kQ) such that [1]τ is a Serre functor.
The (N − 1)-cluster category CN−1(Q) is defined to be the orbit category
CN−2(Q) := Db(kQ)/
〈
τ−1 ◦ [N − 2]〉 .
Assume thatQ has n vertices. An (N−2)-cluster tilting set {Yi}ni in CN−2(Q) is a
maximal collection of non-isomorphic indecomposables with ExtkCN−2(Q)(Yi, Yj) = 0
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 2. The sum Y = ⊕ni=1 Yi is called an N − 2-cluster tilting
object. One can construct a new (N − 2)-cluster tilting object µ]iY , called the
forward mutation [13] of Y at the i-th object Yi defined by replacing Yi
Y ]i = Cone(Yi →
⊕
j 6=i
Irr(Yi, Yj)
∗ ⊗ Yj)
where Irr(Yi, Yj) is a space of irreducible maps Yi → Yj in the additive subcategory
of CN−2(Q). The cluster exchange grpah CEGN−2(Q) is an oriented graph whose
vertices are (N −2)-cluster objects and whose labeled edges are forward mutations.
The mutation class of colored quivers are in bijection to mutation class of (N − 2)-
cluster tilting objects. Then theorem 4.6 can be restated as the following [5]:
Corollary 4.4. There is an isomorphism of oriented graphs with labeled arrows
A˜(PdNp ,dNq )
∼−→ CEGN−2(A˜n,N ).
We set D(QN ) := Dfd(kΓNQ) the derived category of dg modules over kΓNQ
with finite total dimension. Define the exchange graph EG(D(QN )) of D(QN )
whose vertices are finite hearts of D(QN ), and edges are forward tiltings between
hearts. The connected subgraph EG◦(D(QN )) ⊂ EG(D(QN )) is defined to be the
connected component which contains the standard heart. King and Qiu established
the relation between and cluster exchange graph CEGN−2(Q) and the exchange
graph EG(D(QN )) ([13], Theorem 8.6). When Q is affine type A quiver, we have
the following:
Theorem 4.5 ([13], Theorem 8.6). There is an isomorphism of oriented graphs
with labeled edges
EG◦(D(A˜n,N ))/Sph(A˜n,N ) ∼= CEGN−2(A˜n,N ).
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This theorem together with theorem 4.3 implies an isomorphism of oriented
graphs with labeled edges between the set of N -angulation of annulus and the
corresponding cluster exchange graph. Combining theorem 4.3 and corollary 4.4,
we obtain an isomorphism of oriented graphs with labeled arrows:
A˜(PdNp ,dNq )
∼−→ EG◦(D(A˜n,N ))/Sph(A˜n,N ).
Corollary 4.6. For ∆ ∈ A˜(PdNp ,dNq ) and the corresponding heart H(∆) ∈ EG◦(D(A˜n,N ))
there is a canonical bijection between (N − 2)-diagonals {δ1, · · · δn} and simple ob-
jects {S1, · · ·Sn} by sending δi to Si.
4.3. Colored quiver lattices. We define a lattice associated to a colored quiver
[9]. For an (N − 2)-colored quiver Q with vertices {1, . . . , n}, we introduce a free
abelian group LQ generated by vertices of Q. Denote by α1, . . . , αn generators
corresponding to vertices 1, . . . , n. Then we have
LQ =
n⊕
i=1
Zαi.
Define the bilinear form 〈 , 〉 : Q×Q −→ Z by
〈αi, αj〉 := δij + (−1)Nδij −
N−2∑
c=0
(−1)cq(c)ij .
Since q
(c)
ij = q
(N−2−c)
ji , the bilinear form 〈 , 〉 is symmetric if N is even, and skew-
symmetric if N is odd.
Let Q(H) be the colored quiver of a heart H ∈ EG◦(D(QN )) with simple ob-
jects S1, . . . , Sn and denote by αi the basis of colored quiver lattice LQ(H) which
corresponds to a vertex i of Q(H). Then there is an isomorphism of abelian groups
[9],
λH : LQ(H) −→ K(H) ∼= K(D(QN ))
defined by αi 7→ [Si]. The map λ takes the bilinear form 〈 , 〉 on LQ(H) to the Euler
form χ on K(D(QN )).
We write by ∆φ the N -angulation determined by a saddle-free differential φ ∈
Quad(n,N). We also write by h(δ) the horizontal strip which contains a generic
trajectory δ. We can associate standard saddle classes γ1, . . . , γn ∈ H±(φ) to
horizontal strips h(δ1), . . . , h(δn).
Set ∆φ = {δ1, . . . , δn} and consider the colored quiver lattice
LQ(∆φ) = ⊕ni=1Zαi
where α1, . . . , αn are the basis corresponding to δ1, . . . , δn.
Corollary 4.6 implies the following result.
Lemma 4.7. Let ∆ ∈ A˜(PdNp ,dNq ) be an N -angulation and H(∆) ∈ EG◦N (D(A˜n,N ))
be the corresponding heart. Take a (N − 2)-diagonal δv ∈ ∆ and consider the new
N -angulation µ]δv∆. Then there is a unique spherical twist Φ ∈ Sph(A˜n,N ) such
that
Φ · H(µ]δv∆) = H(∆)
]
Sv
.
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Lemma 4.8. [9] There is an isomorphism of abelian groups
µφ : LQ(∆φ) → H±(φ)
defined by αi 7→ γi. The map µφ takes the bilinear form 〈 , 〉 on LQ(∆φ) to the
intersection form I± on H±(φ).
Thus we can establish an isomorphism between the period map of the quadratic
differential and the Grothendieck group on the derived category D(A˜n,N ).
Corollary 4.9. [9] There is an isomorphism of abelian groups
νφ : K(D(A˜n,N )) ∼= K(H(∆φ))→ H±(φ)
defined by [Si] 7→ γi. The map νφ takes the Euler form χ on K(D(A˜n,N )) to the
intersection form I± on H±(φ).
5. Bridgeland Stability Conditions
Bridgeland introduced the notion of stability conditions on triangulated cate-
gories [2]. We recall some results for the space of stability conditions.
Definition 5.1. Let D be a triangulated category and K(D) be its K-group. A
stability condition σ = (Z,P) on D which consists of a group homomorphism
Z : K(D) → C called central charge and a family of full additive subcategories
P(φ) ⊂ D for φ ∈ R satisfying the following conditions:
(a) if 0 6= E ∈ P(φ), then Z(E) = m(E) exp(ipiφ) for some m(E) ∈ R>0,
(b) for all φ ∈ R, P(φ+ 1) = P(φ)[1],
(c) if φ1 > φ2 and Ai ∈ P(φi) (i = 1, 2), then HomD(A1, A2) = 0,
(d) for 0 6= E ∈ D, there is a finite sequence of real numbers
φ1 > φ2 > · · · > φm
and a collection of exact triangles
0 = E0 // E1

// E2

// . . . // Em−1 // Em
  
A1
\\
A2
\\
Am
`` = E
with Ai ∈ P(φi) for all i.
It follows from the definition that the subcategory P(φ) ⊂ D is an abelian
category (see Lemma 5.2 in [2]). Nonzero objects in P(φ) are called semistable of
phase φ in σ and simple objects in P(φ) are called stable of phase φ in σ.
We also assume the stability conditions σ = (Z,P) satisfy the support property:
For some norm ‖ · ‖ on k(D)⊗ R there is a constant C > 0 such that
‖ γ ‖< C · |Z(γ)|
for all classes γ ∈ K(D) of semistable objects in D. Bridgeland also introduced
a topology on the stability space with support property and showed that it is a
complex manifold.
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Theorem 5.2 ([2], Theorem 1.2). The space Stab(D) has the structure of a complex
manifold and the projection map of central charges
Z : Stab(D) −→ HomZ(K(D),C)
defined by (Z,P) 7→ Z is a local isomorphism of complex manifolds onto an open
subset of HomZ(K(D),C).
We denote by Stab(D(A˜n,N )) the space of stability conditions of the derived
category of right modules over the dg Ginzburg algebra of the affine An quiver with
the support property. We denote by Stab◦(D(A˜n,N )) the distinguished connected
component which contains the connected subset containing the standard heart.
By composing an isomorphism νφ : K(H(∆φ)) → H±(φ) and a period of φ,
Zφ : H±(φ) → C. We construct a central charge from a saddle-free differential
Z := Zφ ◦ νφ : K(H(∆φ))→ C.
5.1. Wall-crossing. We describe the wall-crossing in the moduli space of quadratic
differentials. By proposition 5.5 and 5.7 of [4], we can deform a differential φ1 which
has exactly one saddle trajectory by rotating a sufficiently small phase t to obtain
two saddle free differentials:
φ = e+ipitφ1, φ
′ = e−ipitφ1
Generic trajectories in the horizontal decomposition of saddle free differentials φ
and φ′ would determine N -angulations ∆φ and ∆φ′ respectively. There is a unique
N − 2 diagonal δv of ∆φ = {δ1 · · · δn} which does not belong to the set of N − 2
diagonals by taking a generic trajectory in each horizontal strip of φ′. By definition
of forward mutated N -angulation, two N -angulation are related by µ]δv (∆φ) = ∆φ′ .
The corresponding colored quivers Q(∆φ) mutated at the vertex v corresponding
to the N − 2 diagonal would be
µ]vQ(∆φ) = Q(µ
]
δv
∆φ) = Q(∆φ′),
and there is an isomorphism of colored quiver lattice Lµ]vQ(∆φ) = LQ(∆φ′ ).
For φ and φ′, we take basis {γ1, · · · γn} and {γ′1, · · · γ′n} for homology classes
H±(φ) and H±(φ′),
H±(φ) =
n⊕
i=1
Zγi, H±(φ′) =
n⊕
i=1
Zγ′i
and the framing isomorphisms θ : Γ → H±(φ) and θ′ : Γ → H±(φ′). We connect
(φ, θ) and (φ′, θ′) by a continuous path in a connected component Quad(n,N)Γ∗
containing (φ, θ). By proposition 5.5 and 5.7 in [4], this path can be deformed
to lie in the subset which contains at most one saddle trajectory and intersects
transversally to the locally closed subset which contains just one saddle trajectory.
Denote by {α1, · · ·αn} and {α′1, · · ·α′n} the collection of generators corresponding
to vertices 1, · · · , n for the colored quiver lattices LQ(∆φ) and LQ(∆φ′ ):
LQ(∆φ) =
n⊕
i=1
Zαi, LQ(∆φ′ ) =
n⊕
i=1
Zα′i.
Define a linear map Fv : LQ(∆φ′ ) ' Lµ]vQ(∆φ) −→ LQ(∆φ) by
Fv(α
′
j) := αi + q
(0)
vj αv.
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We denote by wφ : LQ(∆φ) → H±(φ) and wφ′ : LQ(∆φ′ ) → H±(φ′) the isomor-
phisms given by the lemma 4.8. Thus we have a commutative diagram:
(5.1) H±(φ′)
GMc // H±(φ)
LQ(∆φ′ )
wφ′
OO
Fv // LQ(∆φ)
wφ
OO
By corollary 4.6, there exists a spherical twist Φ satisfying Φ · H(∆φ) = H(∆)]Sv .
There are also isomorphisms of lattice λ : LQ(∆) → K(D(A˜n,N )) given by λ(α) =
[Si] and λ
′ : LQ(∆φ′ ) → K(D(A˜n,N )) given by λ′(α′i) = [S′i]. By lemma 6.10 of
[9], the diagram of colored quiver lattices and K groups of D(An,N ) under the
wall-crossing:
(5.2) LQ(∆φ′ )
λφ′

Fv // LQ(∆φ)
λφ

K(D(A˜n,N ))
[Φ] // K(D(A˜n,N ))
commutes. Let νφ : K(D(A˜n,N )) → H±(φ) and νφ′ : K(D(A˜n,N )) → H±(φ′)
be isomrphisms given by ν([Si]) = γi and ν([S
′
i]) = γ
′
i as in the carollary 4.9.
Combining diagrams (5.1) and (5.2), we have the commutative diagram.
(5.3) K(D(A˜n,N ))
νφ

[Φ] // K(D(A˜n,N ))
νφ′

H±(φ)
GMc // H±(φ′)
Let (φ, θ) and (φ′, θ′) be framed quadratic differentials, where φ and φ′ are as above.
We define the isomorphisms κφ and κ
′
φ by composition of ν
−1
φ and ν
−1
φ′ with the
framing isomorphisms θ and θ′:
κφ := ν
−1
φ ◦ θ : Γ→ K(H(∆φ)) ' K(D(A˜n,N )),
κφ′ := ν
−1
φ′ ◦ θ′ : Γ→ K(H(∆φ′)) ' K(D(A˜n,N )).
Combining the diagram (5.3) and the commutative diagram (3.1), we can see that
there is a spherical twist Φ ∈ Sph(D(A˜n.N )) that makes the diagram
Γ
κφ
yy
κφ′
%%
K(D(A˜n,N ))
[Φ] // K(D(A˜n,N ))
commutes.
5.2. Main theorem. To establish the relation between the moduli space of qua-
dratic differentials and the space of stability conditions, for a framed quadratic
differential (φ, θ) ∈ Quad(N,n)Γ∗ and a stability condition σ(φ) ∈ Stab◦(D(A˜n,N )),
we define the map KN by
KN ((φ, θ)) := Φ(σ(φ)) ∈ Stab◦(D(A˜n,N ))/Sph0(A˜n,N ),
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where Sph0(A˜n,N ) is the subgroup which acts as the identity on K(D(A˜n,N )).
Proposition 5.3. The map KN is C∗-equivariant holomorphic and an isomor-
phism such that the diagram
(5.4) Quad(N,n)Γ∗
KN //
WN ''
Stab◦(D(A˜n,N ))/Sph0(A˜n,N )
Ztt
HomZ(Γ,C)
commutes. Where WN and Z are local isomorphisms in (3.1) and theorem 5.2.
The proof of this proposition is the same in [9], so we omit here. Following the
same argument in [4], we can construct the isomorphism of the complex manifold:
Theorem 5.4. There is a C∗-equivariant holomorphic map of complex orbifolds
Quad(N,n)Γ∗ → Stab◦(D(A˜n,N ))/Sph(A˜n,N )
In particular, this map is an isomorphism.
Thus we can determine the stability space of the affine An quiver algebra. The
space of quadratic differential of φ(z) is
Quad(N,n)Γ∗ ' Confn(C∗)/(Z/dNq ).
Assume that n ≥ 3. Then there is a short exact sequence of groups [4]
1→ Sph(A˜n,N )→ Aut(D(A˜n,N )→ MCG(PdNp ,dNq )→ 1.
From theorem 2.14, there is an isomorphism
BA˜n
∼−→ Sph(A˜n,N ), σi 7→ TwSi .
If p 6= q the mapping class group of the marked annulus PdNp ,dNq is given by [6]
HdNp ,dNq := { (r1, r2) | (r1)d
N
p = (r2)
dNq , r1r2 = r2r1 }.
If p = q, p ≥ 2 there is an extra symmetry interchanging the interior boundary
and the exterior boundary so the mapping class group in this case is HdNp ,dNp oZ/2.
Thus we can determine the autoequivalence group of the derived category of the
affine An quiver algebra.
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